THE SIMS 4 LAUNDRY DAY
UNOFFICIAL SIMSVIP GUIDE

This guide is not an official game guide. This guide was composed independently and not endorsed by or authorized by Electronic Arts. Simsvip game guides are created solely for informational purposes. Simsvip has made every effort to ensure the information in this guide is accurate and makes no warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the material within the guide. The Sims games are owned and operated by Electronic Arts.

*This is an unofficial game guide for the Sims 4 Laundry Day Stuff Pack (PC/MAC)*
ALEXIS
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Hey everyone! My name is Alexis and I am the Editor-in-Chief for SimsVIP.com! I am a long-time simmer and community member, and am one of the writers for The Sims 4 Laundry Day Guide.

If you’re reading my author bio, that means you’re checking out the PDF version of our guide! I hope this guide helps you with giving your Sims a spotless look and thank you for your continued support!

INES
DESIGNER

Hello everyone! My name is Ines and I love spending my days playing the Sims as well. I am a legacy player and hopeless builder but I occasionally try it anyways. I have been playing this great game since Sims 1.

I also love graphic design and especially fanart. So it is great bringing my two passions together to work on these game guides for you. I hope you enjoy and find it helpful with your gameplay.
**Game Summary**

Surround your Sims in clean clothes while living a rustic lifestyle with The Sims™ 4 Laundry Day Stuff. Your Sims’ can now clean their clothes, from gathering laundry to washing and drying, giving their outfits a spotless look. Embrace the rustic life with new country-themed décor and clothing for your household.

**Game Pictures**
CREATE A SIM FASHIONS

- Female Adult/Teen/Elder - 2 Hairstyles, 5 Tops, 1 Bottom, 1 Outfit, 1 Accessory, 2 Pairs of Shoes
- Female Child - 1 Top, 1 Outfit
- Male Adult/Teen/Elder - 1 Hairstyle, 3 Tops, 2 Bottoms
- Male Child - 1 Top

HAIRSTYLES
ACCESSORIES/ SHOES
NEW GAME OPTIONS

NEW SOCIAL INTERACTION

The Sims 4 Laundry Day Stuff adds a new “What’s That Spot?” social interaction under the “Mischievous” category. Sims as young as children use this mischievous interaction on others, but sometimes the target Sim is too clever to fall for it! Or are they?

SIX SEATER DINING TABLE

Laundry Day introduces a new indoor dining table large enough to seat up to Six Sims. This is the first indoor table of its kind as most other circular tables typically only seat up to four Sims. The first patio six seater was introduced in The Sims 4 Backyard Stuff.
Doing Laundry

The Sims 4 Laundry Day Stuff adds the ability for Sims to do laundry. Owning any of the new laundry day objects (Hampers, Washers, Dryers, Wash Tub, or Clothesline) will cause Sims’ clothing to become dirty over time. When your Sim changes outfits, clothing piles will be placed in the nearest hamper (if available), or they will accumulate on the ground.

- If you do not place any of the new laundry related objects on a lot, the game will not trigger dirty laundry, clothing piles, or any of the associated moodlets.
- The clothing of Sims who have the “Slob” or “Lazy” traits will automatically be placed on the ground. Clothing piles from other Sims, especially those with the “Neat” Trait, will always be placed in the hamper when one is available.

Dirty laundry piles can be collected from a hamper, or picked up directly from the ground. Each Hamper holds 20 outfit changes (or piles of clothing), and once full, all clothing piles will be generated on the ground as they no longer fit into the hamper.
When enough clothing is generated on the lot, it can be collected from Hampers or the floor. From there, Sims can interact with clothing piles using the following interactions:

- **Take to Hamper (Requires Hamper)** - Sims will take the clothing piles to the nearest available hamper. Hampers must have room to fit the additional clothing piles.
- **Search Pockets** - Sims can search clothing piles for loose change.
- **Put in Inventory** - Sims can place piles of clothing into their inventory.
- **Do Laundry** - Sims have the option to move clothing piles into a Washing Machine, Dryer, Wash Tub, or Clothesline. Available options vary based on the current state of the clothing.

Hampers also have a “Pick up Clothing Piles” interaction.

Now that piles of clothing are filling up the hampers, it’s time to actually wash and dry their clothes. In order for a Sim to wash and dry clothing in the game, one of following objects must be placed on the lot: a Washer, a Wash Tub, and/or a Dryer, a Clothesline.

Once appliances are placed, Sims can use the available options to “wash” and “dry” the clothing. When the drying process is complete, they can use the “put away” or “set down” interactions to finalize the laundry process. This is the end of the laundry cycle.
**New Gameplay - Continued**

- Sims can mix and match washers and dryers as long as they have at least one of each. To even begin washing clothes, it is required that a washer or wash tub is present on the lot. In order to dry them, there must be a dryer or clothesline available.

- Sims will autonomously do the laundry if autonomy is enabled. If you have The Sims 4 Vintage Glamour Stuff installed, Butlers will automatically add laundry to their list of daily tasks. Same goes for Maids hired to provide their cleaning services.

- Children can also do laundry, but they are limited to washers and dryers that are on the ground only. When stacking appliances, they are not able to reach the “top shelf”, nor are they able to use Wash Tubs and Clotheslines.

- If you have The Sims 4 Parenthood Game Pack installed, doing the laundry will increase the “Responsibility” Character Value in Children and Teens. Similarly, Toddlers who “Splash” in Wash Tubs will cause a decrease in Responsibility.

- With The Sims 4 Cats & Dogs Expansion Pack installed, Pets will investigate and watch washers and dryers. Additionally, Cats will also “Bat At” the water droplets falling from wet clothing on the clothesline.

While the basic functionality of laundry is self-explanatory, there are additional features, interactions, and upgrades available with the laundry system. The next several sections of our guide contain in-depth details on each of these features.
NEW GAMEPLAY - CONTINUED

WASHERS & DRYERS

Washers, Dryers, Wash Tubs, and Clotheslines have been added to the game. These items can be purchased in buy mode, and range from $100-$1025. These objects can be placed on residential or commercial lots, and are required to enable the laundry system in game.

- Washers and Dryers are available individually and as a “stacked” item. Placing the Washing Machine on the bottom will allow for the Dryer on top.

- Children can also do laundry, but they are limited to washers and dryers that are on the ground only. When stacking appliances, they are not able to reach the “top shelf”, nor are they able to use Wash Tubs and Clotheslines.

- When Sims use the Wash Tub they will increase their Fitness Skill.

- Sims will NOT autonomously clean the lint traps of dryers if autonomy is enabled. However, if you have The Sims 4 Vintage Glamour Stuff installed, Butlers will automatically add cleaning lint traps to their list of daily tasks. Same goes for Maids hired to provide their cleaning services.

- It can take up to 12 hours for clothing to dry using a Clothesline.
There are several options available with these new items, so let’s check them all out. The following interactions are available with Washers and Wash Tubs:

- **Unload and Move Laundry To** - Sims can move laundry from a washing machine or wash tub to a dryer or clothesline.

- **Unload and Set Laundry Down** - Sims can move laundry from a washing machine or wash tub to the ground.

- **Clean Laundry Additives** - Sims use this to clean out any additives that were placed into a washer or wash tub.

- **Replace Water (Wash Tub)** - After hand washing clothing in the wash tub, the water starts to get murky. Replacing the water to ensure laundry is always fresh and clean is ideal.

- **Add Laundry Additive (Wash Tub)** - This allows Sims to add Flowers for Food as an additive to the laundry. This option is available on both the washing machine and wash tub. See the additives section of the guide for details.

- **Upgrade (Washing Machine)** - Sims can upgrade the washing machine to increase speed, cleanliness, and more. See the upgrades section of the guide for details.

- **Wash Laundry (Washing Machine)** - Once clothing is placed in a washing machine, Sims can use the interaction to start the cycle. Washing machines have an unlimited amount of room to add more and more clothing.

- **Watch Laundry (Washing Machine)** - Sims can watch laundry spin in circles during the cycle.

- **Sabotage (Washing Machine)** - When mischievous Sims complete the “Chief of Mischief” Aspiration, they will be rewarded with the “Tormentor” reward trait. This allows Sims to Sabotage items, including the washing machine. Sabotaged washers have their plumbing or electricity fail.

- **Add Extra Soap (Washing Machine)** - Sims with at least a level 4 in the Mischief Skill, and an upgraded washer, can use the “Laundry Additive” to add some extra soap to the washer.
In addition to the options mentioned, there are also three unique moodlets that Sims can experience when using the washer or wash tub. The following moodlets are available:

- **Spin Cycle (Dazed +2)** - Sims receive this moodlet when they “Watch” laundry during a cycle.

- **Yucky Splash - Toddlers (Sad +2)** - Toddlers receive this moodlet when they use the “Splash” interaction in the wash tub.

- **Washed-Out Arms (Uncomfortable +2)** - Sims tend to receive this often when using the wash tub.
Once clothing has been washed, they need to be properly dried using one of the two drying methods. The following interactions are available with Dryers and Clotheslines:

- **Unload and Put Away Laundry** - Sims can use this interaction to place finished laundry in their dresser.

- **Unload and Set Laundry Down** - Sims can move laundry from a dryer or clothesline to the ground.

- **Upgrade** - Sims can upgrade the dryer and clothesline to increase speed, cleanliness, and more. See the upgrades section of the guide for details.

- **Dry Laundry (Dryer)** - Once clothing is placed in a dryer, Sims can use the interaction to start the cycle. Dryers have an unlimited amount of room to add more and more clothing.

- **Watch Laundry (Dryer)** - Sims can watch laundry spin in circles during the cycle.

- **Sabotage (Dryer)** - When mischievous Sims complete the “Chief of Mischief” Aspiration, they will be rewarded with the “Tormentor” reward trait. This allows Sims to Sabotage items, including a dryer. Sabotaged dryers have their electricity fail.

- **Clean Lint Trap (Dryer)** - Every so often the dryer will generate this option to give Sims an opportunity to clean out the lint trap. Ignoring a dirty lint trap will result in a fire that could cause damage to the lot, and harm to a Sim.
NEW GAMEPLAY - CONTINUED

UPGRADES & ADDITIVES

To further interact with the Washing Machines, Dryers, Wash Tubs, and Clotheslines, Sims can upgrade the appliances to enhance their use. Want pristine clothing every time? Want to prevent lint trap fires? Then upgrading is the way to go. The following is a complete list of upgrades available for each of the laundry objects.

![Laundry Scene]

**Clothesline Upgrades**

**Handiness Level 3**
- Iron Line - Clothesline will never break or catch on fire. (Requires 3 Common Upgrade Parts)
Washer Upgrades

Handiness Level 5

- **Presoak** - The presoak cycle will take slightly longer, but increases the chance that the Washing Machine will make your clothing pristine. (Requires 1 Common and 2 Plumbing Upgrade Parts)

Handiness Level 6

- **Whisper Quiet** - Decreases the noise when the Washing Machine is turned on. (Requires 1 Common, 1 Electric and 1 Plumbing Upgrade Parts)

- **Laundry Additive Tray** - Unlocks a laundry additive tray that can be used to add pleasant (Flowers) or foul (Food) scents to loads of laundry. (Requires 1 Common and 3 Kitchen Upgrade Parts)

Handiness Level 7

- **Speed Cycle** - The Washing Machine will take less time to clean laundry. (Requires 2 Common, 1 Plumbing, and 1 Electric Upgrade Parts)

Handiness Level 8

- **Tungsten Drum** - The Washing Machine will not break down over time. (Requires 2 Electric and 2 Plumbing Upgrade Parts)
**New Gameplay - Continued**

*Dryer Upgrades*

**Handiness Level 5**
- **Lint-Less** - Using the Dryer will not create lint. This helps laundry dry faster, and prevents the chance of starting a fire. (Requires 1 Common, 1 Electric, and 2 Kitchen Upgrade Parts)

**Handiness Level 6**
- **Whisper Quiet** - Decreases the noise when the Dryer is turned on. (Requires 1 Common, 1 Electric and 1 Kitchen Upgrade Parts)

**Handiness Level 7**
- **Speed Cycle** - The Dryer will take less time to dry laundry. (Requires 2 Common and 2 Electric Upgrade Parts)

**Handiness Level 8**
- **Tungsten Drum** - The Dryer will not break down over time. (Requires 3 Electric and 1 Kitchen Upgrade Parts)
The Additive upgrade unlocks the “Add Laundry Additive” option on the Washing Machine, but is already unlocked on the Wash Tub. Sims are required to have Flowers (harvestables) or Food (recipes) in their inventory to use the additive tray.

- Additives last 2 wash cycles in a washing machine, and 1 cycle in the wash tub. There's also an option to “Clean Out Additives” should Sims decide against using them.
- Clothing washed with additives will have a “Scent” added to their laundry state.
NEW GAMEPLAY - CONTINUED

LAUNDRY STATE & MOODLETS

When using the laundry system in the game, a special “Laundry State” feature is enabled for all clothing (piles and folded). This provides information on the Cleanliness, Dryness, and Scent of the clothing a Sim wears or interacts with. While most would probably avoid clothing that is engulfed in fumes and flies, knowing the state of the clothing is helpful.

Clothing will gradually decrease in quality the longer it stays in hampers, on counters, on Sims, and on the ground. Even clean and folded clothing stacks that are not “put away” in a dresser will decrease in quality over time, eventually turning back into a clothing pile.

- Sims who change their outfit after a swim will generate “Used” & “Soaked” laundry, while Sims who change their dirty outfit generate “Dirty” & “Dry” laundry.
- Additives and upgrades also play a role in determining laundry state.
- The laundry state can be seen by hovering over laundry piles and folded clothing. The information box will reveal Cleanliness, Dryness, and Scent.
The following laundry states are available in game:

**Cleanliness**
- Pristine
- Clean
- Used
- Dirty
- Filthy

**Dryness**
- Warm
- Dry
- Damp
- Soaked

**Scent**
- Fragrant
- Foul

Knowing the state of laundry is beneficial for Sims who want the most out of the laundry they wear. Just like other actions in the game, the state of the laundry determines the type of moodlet a Sim will receive when wearing the clothing.

- Sims who wear a certain quality of clothing will also unlock two new social interactions for other Sims around them: “Sniff Fresh Clothing” (Friendly) and “Sniff Foul Clothing” (Mean) become available when Sims wear clean or dirty clothing.
Below is a complete list of moodlets available to Sims:

- **Soaked Clothing (Angry +2)** - Did someone forget to dry the laundry after it was washed? This Sim’s clothing is absolutely drenched.

- **Floral Scented Clothing (Confident +2)** - Mmm... This Sim’s clothing smells like a flowery meadow thanks to that laundry additive.

- **Dry Clothing (Fine +2)** - The household’s laundry load dried sufficiently... Sometimes it’s the little things in life that mean the most.

- **Used Clothing (Fine +1)** - This Sim’s outfit isn’t exactly fresh from the washer, but nobody will call them out for wearing it either. Set aside time to do laundry in the next few days though...

- **Foul Smelling Clothing (Embarrassed +2)** - Oh gross, who slipped the rotting food into the laundry load? Their clothing smells truly foul.

- **Pristine Clothing! (Happy +2)** - The clothes from this load of laundry turned out exceptionally clean.

- **Clean Clothing (Happy +1)** - This Sim is dressed so fresh and so clean!

- **Warm Clothing (Playful +2)** - Wearing clothing that was recently dried is like a big warm hug that goes on and on!

- **Damp Clothing (Sad +2)** - Bleh, this laundry didn’t dry thoroughly.

- **Filthy Clothing! (Uncomfortable +2)** - This Sim’s clothing is disgusting. It’s well past time to do a load of laundry. Don’t walk... RUN to the nearest Washing Machine.

- **Dirty Clothing (Uncomfortable +2)** - This Sim’s clothing is pretty dirty. Stop slacking and clean some laundry.
BUILD / BUY

BUILD/BUY Mode Objects

The Sims 4 Laundry Day Stuff includes 53 buy and build mode items. This includes objects, build items, styled rooms, and every other item that was included with the game.

- **Wicker Whims Living Chair**: $125
  Feeling lonely? Don’t have that special someone to snuggle up to? Don’t worry; grab a big bowl of ice cream, plop down in the Wicker Whims Living Chair, and watch Smider for the 9th time. You’ll be feeling better real soon.

- **Wicker Whims Dining Chair**: $90
  Are you dining out or eating in? Either way, this affordable dining chair from Wicker Whims is the safe bet for your bottom dollar.
  Comfort: 1

- **Wicker Whims Loveseat**: $290
  Wicker Whims is putting the love back in loveseats. Cuddle up with your favorite companion on this seat built for two.
  Comfort: 1

- **The Bottoman**: $190
  Designed for the ultimate in comfort, the thick padding on The Bottoman ensures you’ll always have a cushy surface to sink into.
  Comfort: 1

- **Dinner’s On! by Crockery Kitchen**: $460
  Gather ’round this large dining table from Crockery Kitchen. With seating for six, eve generation in the household has ample room to pull up for a bite to eat.

- **Odd Ends Table**: $110
  Not exactly an end table, this little unit just ends up being a bit odd. Still, it’s perfect for storing odds and ends in out of the way locations.

- **When Life Gives You Linens**: $200
  Sometimes you just need a practical place to store your linens without dedicating entire closet to it. For those times when you give your linens... buy this handy storage unit!

- **Coffee⁺**: $200
  There’s only one word that describes the thought process that goes into thinking outside the rectangle: “courage.” Introducing the latest innovation that’s sweeping through coffee houses across land. It’s a coffee table... squared.

- **Muck Down Cabinet**: $120
  Don’t muck up your clean home! Place the Muck Down Cabinet in your mudroom to provide an organized spot to hang up your coat or slip off your shoes.

- **Wicker Whims Shelving**: $125
  Most shelving is just so... utilitarian. How droll. Spice up your shelf life with these decorative baskets from Wicker Whims.

- **Dutch Hutch**: $180
  This farmhouse furniture will make any space a little cozier. With plenty of shelving for knick-knacks and doodads, it’s the perfect piece to personalize and add personality to any home!

  Environment: 1

- **LaundryMaid Essentials Shelving**: $180
  LaundryMaid Essentials comes with everything the home needs for an efficient laundry room configuration.
  Cleaning pads? Check.
  Hand towels? Check.
  Hangers? Check.
  Storage baskets? Check.
LaundryMaid Deluxe Shelving
$195
Step up to LaundryMaid Deluxe Shelving when you’re ready to take your laundry to the next level. Three separate compartments provide ample room for storage, and a doublewide clothing rack you get a head start on hanging and fold.

Bai’Est Galvanized Sink
$225
This one of a kind antique sink developed unique patina after decades of use in the back bayous of Twinbrook.

Fyre Dryer
$525
This dryer is hot, hot, HOT! A controlled fire fueled by natural gas quickly raises the temperature, while the drum rapidly spins to ensure your clothes never stay in one place long enough to get singed. In the unfortunate event that you get burnt, your purchase legally equates to implicit consent to our liability waiver. After all, regular

Ole Timmy’s Wash Tub
$100
Rub-a-dub-dub, Foul clothes in this tub. What are you waiting for? On hand and knee, You’ll scrub this tee, Until you complete this chore!

LaundryMaid Clothing Hamper
$125
New from LaundryMaid, it’s our most reliable hamper yet! The soft plastic frame offers superior durability, while the chic open hole design allows air to freely circulate.

*Owning this object will cause your Sims’ clothes to become dirty over time. When

Model T Clothesline
$200
Annually 25 million Model T clotheslines were produced, and were so prolific that they dotted the backyard of every home in suburbia. Time marched on, and while most Sims rely on the modern convenience of a dryer, the old Model T remains as reliable as ever for your laundry drying needs.

Barry Potter’s Potted Plant
$75
Come on down to Barry Potter’s Plant Emporium! Today we’ve got a special deal on indoor shrubbery... and while supplies last, they’re available in authentic aged barrels from the Bacciform Firkin Compound. When you reach the register, be sure to say the magic phrase that pays: “Home First!”

DIY Sink
$140
Sick of spending top dollar for a simple sink? This one simple life hack will save you your hard-earned money! It’s easy... simply purchase a 2x4, cut it into three even sections, and then cut a hole in the middle for the sink’s basin. You’re done!

Green Clean Washing Machine
$500
Guilt free washing is just a click away with the Green Clean Washing Machine. An onboard microchip analyzes your laundry load and automatically adjusts the machine’s settings to select the most efficient wash cycle possible. Save time. Save money. Save the planet! Go Green Clean!

Urbanite Appliances Stacked Washer / Dryer Unit
$1,025
For the city living, late sipping, avocado toast munching, environmentally conscious millennial comes this particularly helpful stacked washer / dryer combo unit from Urbanite Appliances. Sure, you could purchase each machine individually and stack them yourself, but why has the time.

Wicker Whims Hamper
$100
A trail of clothing leading to the bedroom is so cliché. Don’t act like a slab, place your clothing in this hamper from Wicker Whims.

*Owning this object will cause your Sims’ clothes to become dirty over time. When your Sim changes outfits, discarded clothings will automatically be placed in the

Feelin’ Fabric Hamper
$180
With the Feelin’ Fabric Hamper, you’ll feel compelled to stop and run your hand across the exterior to appreciate the sumptuous feel of this fine fabric. Double canvas layers make a valiant effort to block any unpleasant odors wafting off your soiled clothing.

Wicker Whims Potpourri
$60
They say that the right fragrance can ignite endorphins that result in feeling flirty. This potpourri arrangement from Wicker Whims provides a custom blend of floral pine, guaranteed to get the special Sim in your life in the mood.

Succulent Succulents
$90
Succulents so tender, juicy, and tasty... it be a shame to keep them around purely for decor.

Environment: 1
### Build/Buy - Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dabra Laundry Detergent</strong></td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>Say the magic word, “ABRACADABRA!” your laundry will be as soft as a bear fur. That’s the Dabra Detergent guarantee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LaundryMaid Galvanized Bucket</strong></td>
<td>$45</td>
<td>Need quick storage for your laundry supplies? No worries, they’re a mere drop the bucket for the ample space provided this galvanized bucket from the trusted household name of LaundryMaid!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panier à Trois by Wicker Whims</strong></td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>Three laundry baskets should be more than enough for any household.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Still Country Life</strong></td>
<td>$110</td>
<td>This carefully arranged selection of fruits, flowers, and branches really puts the “still” in “still life”. As in... this is still the same scene that you painted yesterday, and it’ll still be unchanged tomorrow. Environment: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Utilitarian Utility Mat</strong></td>
<td>$110</td>
<td>Many companies make utility mats, but one company has the complete confidence to brand themselves after this important accessory. Buy the Utilitarian Utility Mat; every home needs one!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Escallopéd Escape</strong></td>
<td>$140</td>
<td>This rug’s unique pattern is derived from a nautical knot that was pioneered by the fishermen of Brindleton Bay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fruit of the Loon Rug</strong></td>
<td>$150</td>
<td>Southwestern stylings and plant patterns? It’s madness to try and understand the various variants this rug offers, but hopefully you’ll discover one to be the perfect fit in your own abode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wicker Whims Rug</strong></td>
<td>$160</td>
<td>It’s no bear skin rug... but if you absolutely need a place to roll around for a romantic romp, you could do worse than this rug from Wicker Whims.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Simolonean Mat</strong></td>
<td>$170</td>
<td>The rings and circles on this mat are actually markers of the ancient Simolonean calendar. The date they point to is August 16th, 2032. What grim future did our ancestors predict? What calamity await us? Only time will tell...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fringe Benefits Rug</strong></td>
<td>$220</td>
<td>In today’s world of plain Jane rugs, you want to add something to your room to give it that extra oomph. Introducing the Fringe Benefits Rug: bringing fringe back into st home at a time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eclectic Rug Trio</strong></td>
<td>$230</td>
<td>Do you need a rug? How about three? You’re in luck! Here at Bigby’s Rug Emporium Outlet Store we take rugs with “quirks”, and stitch them together to hide the manufacturing defects. One companion trash is YOUR bargain! Save now!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zydeco Rub-Board</strong></td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>From Appaloosa Plains to Twinbrook, Sims have been practicing zydeco music for generations. This musical skill was once held in high regard alongside instruments such as the piano, violin, and guitar, but it unfortunately fell out of vogue in recent times. Perhaps future generations will rediscover this lost art... but for now we sav...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clean Sweep</strong></td>
<td>$65</td>
<td>Old fashioned cleaning devices such as brooms and dustpans have been phased out of Sim society. Nowadays, mops are the only tool you need for messes big and small. Hang these on your wall to reminisce about simpler times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Redundant Towel Rack</strong></td>
<td>$70</td>
<td>A towel is the most important item a Sim can carry, so don’t limit yourself to just one. With this particular towel rack, you’ll have redundancy upon redundancy to allow you to make liberal use of your towels to your heart’s content. Environment: 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wreath of Living Brambles
$90
MAGIC ITEM LORE ITEM NO DROP
Slot: WALL
Skill: GARDENING
Effect: Nature’s Blight
Focus Effect: Silence of the Snake
Cotton R: +0 G: +0 B: +10 A: +10
Wicker R: +10 G: +0 B: +80 A: +60

Pressed To Impress
$110
Ah the ironing board... a vestige of a time gone by. Now that Sims have discovered the technique of dipping their clothes in formaldehyde, there’s simply no need to iron one’s laundry anymore.

Crockery Kitchen Herb Rack
$100
While these plastic herbs look as fresh as ever, a number of lawsuits and increasingly expensive settlements have caused the warning label on this decorative herb rack to undergo some changes over the years.

Environment: 1

Emergency Laundry Kit
$215
If you ever find yourself in a pinch with dirty laundry, you’ll be glad you had the foresight to purchase this emergency laundry kit. A wash board, drying rack, and ironing board provide everything you need to make yourself presentable. Best of all, it folds up and mounts on the wall for easy storage. Can you really set a price on peace of mind?

Presser Whims Candle Bowl
$100
In a worry that the “Wicker Whims” moniker was limiting the company’s product line to wicker furniture, management decided to blaze new trails in the candle industry!

Eco-Friendly Light Bulb by MorcuCorp
$150
This light bulb is 100% eco-friendly. You ask how this is possible, considering light bulbs are quite old-fashioned and usually less healthy for the environment? Well, we at MorcuCorp spend all the Simoleans we earn by selling this light bulb in exploration of more energy-efficient light sources.

Crockery Kitchen Door
$50
Fresh from Crockery Kitchen comes a “reclaimed” lumber door. Artificially aged and stressed, it’s the perfect addition to your home, without the risk of termites!

Shaded Crockery Kitchen Door
$65
Sometimes you want a hint of the outdoors without all the nuisance of bright sunlight streaming in. Crockery Kitchen has just what you need! For a modest fee, this optional curtain upgrade on their popular “reclaimed” lumber line lets you enjoy the best of both worlds.

Bae Window
$320
When you tell your boo about the countryside cottage you’ll settle down in grow old together, she’s envisioning a home with these beautiful bay windows.
styled rooms
It’s Laundry Time!
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